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Abstract 
 

In wireless sensor networks (WSNs), energy efficiency is one of the most essential design 

considerations, since sensor nodes are resource constrained. Group communication can reduce 

WSNs communication overhead by sending a message to multiple nodes in one packet. In this 

paper, in order to simultaneously resolve the transmission security and scalability in WSNs 

group communications, we propose a hierarchical cluster-based secure and scalable group key 

management scheme, called HRKT, based on logic key tree and route key tree structure. The 

HRKT scheme divides the group key into cluster head key and cluster key. The cluster head 

generates a route key tree according to the route topology of the cluster. This hierarchical key 

structure facilitates local secure communications taking advantage of the fact that the nodes at 

a contiguous place usually communicate with each other more frequently. In HRKT scheme, 

the key updates are confined in a cluster, so the cost of the key updates is reduced efficiently, 

especially in the case of massive membership changes. The security analysis shows that the 

HRKT scheme meets the requirements of group communication. In addition, performance 

simulation results also demonstrate its efficiency in terms of low storage and flexibility when 

membership changes massively. 

 

 

Keywords: wireless sensor networks, group key management, route key tree, network 

security 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), which consist of spatially distributed autonomous 

sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions, have attracted great attention from 

the industry and academia. Wireless sensor networks are fundamental parts of the internet of 

things (IOT) and have been widely used in many fields, such as battlefield surveillance, 

pollution monitoring, medical care and traffic control [1][2][3][4]. A wireless sensor network 

is usually composed of one or several base stations and a certain quantity of  sensor devices, as 

shown in Fig. 1. The base station is used to collect data sensed from the sensor devices and 

transmits the aggregate data to the user. Sensor devices are basic components of wireless 

sensor network and the number of sensors in a wireless sensor network is from several 

hundreds to thousands or even more. The size of a sensor is small, and the sensor is usually 

equipped with a lithium battery, a microprocessor and a low memory. The sensor nodes 

communicate with each other by wireless channel and form a connective network in ad hoc 

mode.  

Therefore, because of open wireless channels and constrained battery, memory and 

processor [5], wireless sensor networks are vulnerable to various kinds of attacks. It is of great 

importance to ensure secure communication in wireless sensor networks, especially when 

wireless sensor networks are deployed in hostile environments [6]. The messages transmitted 

in the network must be encrypted. Key management is one of the fundamental security 

mechanism to guarantee the communication security in wireless sensor networks [7][8]. The 

other security mechanisms such as secure routing, secure localization, authenticity and 

integrity are built upon the secure key management [9][10]. Group key [11][12] is one of the 

most important key management paradigms for group communication, which is both 

bandwidth-efficient and energy-efficient. Hence, establishing a secure and efficient group key 

for the resource-constrained wireless sensor networks is an important concern to inhibit an 

adversary from attacking group communication. 

Communication link

Sensor node

 
Fig. 1. The application areas of WSNs 

Group key management is a challenging problem that has been considered as a vital issue in 

wireless sensor networks. Several group key management schemes for the wireless sensor 
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networks have been proposed. The logical key tree-based scheme, which can reduce rekeying 

cost dramatically by constructing a tree of key encryption keys, is one of the significant 

schemes. 

The Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) [13] scheme is a secure and scalable group rekeying 

technique which is designed for conventional wired networks at the beginning. By means of 

constructing a tree of key encryption keys, it can reduce the number of rekeying messages to 

( l og )O N . Unfortunately, this LKH scheme can introduce huge communication cost 

whenever a node joins or leaves the multicast tree in multi-hop wireless sensor networks since 

the constructed key tree may be different from the wireless sensor network route topology. As 

a result, it is unsuitable for the wireless sensor networks. 

Lazos et al. [14] and Di Pietro et al. [15] extend this scheme for multicast key distribution to 

wireless sensor networks. As a kind of centralized group key management scheme, they are 

often not ideal for wireless sensor networks. Huang [16] proposes the scheme SLIMCAST, 

which introduces a level structure to manage the keys and reduce the overhead of nodes 

joining and/or leaving groups. In the SLIMCAST scheme, the network is subdivided into 

levels and branches. There are different level keys used to decrypting or encrypting group 

messages in different levels of a branch. The rekeying cost can be reduced because only local 

level key has to be updated while a node joins or leaves the group. However, when the number 

of group member changes frequently, the performance will be degraded largely. TKH [17] 

scheme, which takes the advantage of subtree-based key tree separation and wireless multicast, 

constructs a key tree according to the structured sensor network route topology. The nodes 

which are topologically adjacent are assigned the same key encryption keys (KEKs) so that the 

total rekeying cost can be reduced. However, there are some potential safety hazards in this 

scheme and an adversary may get the keys during the key update. 

In order to solve the transmission security and scalability in wireless sensor network group 

communications problems mentioned above, in this paper, we propose a Hierarchical Route 

Key Tree based group key management scheme, named HRKT, to solve this problem. In 

summary, the HRKT scheme is distinguished by the following features: 

 Considering different security communication requirements among different types of 

sensor nodes, the proposed group key management is divided into two parts: cluster head 

key management and cluster member key management. The security level of 

communication among cluster heads is enhanced by hop-by-hop encryption. 

 The key tree is generated according to the route topology of the wireless sensor network 

so that the rekeying messages are only sent to corresponding subtree and the 

communication cost can be reduced greatly. 

 The hierarchical key structure facilitates local communication based on the fact that the 

nodes at a contiguous place communicate with each other more frequently. Different keys 

can be used in different ranges of communication. Even if some keys may be 

compromised, the other keys will not be affected. 

 Because of the hierarchical architecture, the key update is confined in a cluster or a level. 

The key update messages can be combined together and transmit to the nodes which share 

the same key encryption keys. When membership changes are large-scale, the 

performance is efficient. 

 A lazy update strategy is further leveraged to decrease the rekeying cost with acceptable 

delay. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly introduce the 

system model, security model and design goal. HRKT scheme is proposed in Section 3, in 

which we introduce how to generate and update the key tree. We give a detail security and 
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efficiency analysis in section 4 and section 5, respectively. Finally, we draw our conclusion 

and future work in section 6. 

2. Models and Design Goals 

2.1 System Model 

We use the notations listed in Table 1 throughout the rest of this paper. 

Table 1. Notations in HRKT scheme 

Notation Description 

BS  Base Station 

i
CH  Cluster Head i 

i
PCH  the Parent node of CH

i
 

CM  Cluster Member node 

ID  the IDentity of a sensor node 

( )H   the one way hash function 

ROF  one way sequence number computed by a one way hash chain 

1 2
| |M M  the concatenation of message 

1
M  and 

2
M  

( , )E m k  encrypt the message m  with key k  

LK  Level Key shared by the CHs  

PK  a node’s Private Key shared with the base station 

SK  a node’s Secret Key shared with the CH  

CK  Cluster Key shared by the nodes which are in the same cluster 

BK  Branch Key shared by the nodes which are in the same branch tree 

FK  Fellow Key shared by the nodes which have the same parent in a branch tree 

tx
e  energy dissipated during 1-bit transmission by a sensor node 

rx
e  energy dissipated during 1-bit reception by a sensor node 

We list a set of assumptions concerning the topology and shared security inherent in the 

wireless sensor network used in the proposed scheme: 

 There is a base station in the wireless sensor network, and it owns much more storage, 

communication and computation resources than the other nodes in the network. 

 The sensor devices are static and homogeneous. We do not consider mobility scenarios in 

this paper. 

 The network can dynamically group sensor nodes into clusters. There is a leader node 

referred to as Cluster Head ( CH ) in each cluster. Cluster heads are elected according to 

particular rules, and they can constitute a connected network. The cluster members can 

only communicate with their neighbors of the same cluster and transmit messages to the 

cluster head by one hop or multi-hops. 

 Each node stores a private key ( PK ) shared with the base station and an initial one-way 

hash chain value, denoted as ROF , which is one way sequence number computed by a 

one way hash chain [18] when it is deployed. The key PK  is used to securely 

communicate with the base station, and ROF  is used for verifying the legitimacy of 

messages broadcast by the base station. 
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 With the help of base station, each cluster member node generates a Secret Key ( SK ) 

shared with the CH . 

2.2 Security Model 

Generally speaking, the security properties required by wireless sensor networks are shown as 

follows [19]: confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation, authorization, and so 

on. Specifically, the following security requirements on group communication should be 

desired (Let 
j
J  be a set of nodes newly joining the group; Let 

j
R  be a set of revoked nodes): 

 Group confidentiality: nodes which are not members of the group can not obtain any 

keys used in group communication. 

 Backward secrecy: given any set 
j
J , it is computationally infeasible for the nodes 

i j
u  J  

to recover any former group keys 
1 1
, ,

j
GK GK


 by sharing information, i.e., newly 

joining node should not be able to know any previous keys so that it cannot decrypt previously 

transmitted message before it joins the group. 

 Forward secrecy: given any set 
j
R , it is computationally infeasible for  the nodes 

i j
u  R  

to recover any of subsequent group keys , ,
j m

GK GK  by sharing information, i.e., after a 

node has been removed from the group, it is not able to obtain any new keys. 

2.3 Design Goal 

Considering the constrained condition in wireless sensor networks, we try to propose an 

efficient group key distribution scheme to achieve the above security objectives. In particular, 

we will achieve: 

 Scalability: The proposed HRKT scheme should achieve scalability in the wireless 

sensor networks. When the size of the wireless sensor network grows, it is difficult to 

maintain the same security level. Different key management policies may incur 

different sizes of wireless sensor network. Thus, how to determine the maximum 

supported network scale for a given key management policy is important. A scalable 

group key distribution scheme can support different scales of networks [20]. 

 Efficiency: The proposed HRKT scheme should also minimize the computation, 

memory, communication and energy costs in group communication. It should take into 

account sensor limitations, since the sensors such as the Mica2, which run industry 

standard protocols on 16 bit microprocessors with 4 kilobytes of RAM (working 

memory), and 128 kilobytes of FLASH (persistent memory), are resource constrained 

[21]. 

3. The Proposed HRKT Scheme 

In this section, we describe the details of the proposed HRKT scheme, which consists of four 

parts: secure setup of the key tree, secure data multicast, node joining and node leaving. 

According to the assumption before, the nodes in a wireless sensor network have dynamically 

grouped into clusters. There is a leader node referred to as Cluster Head (CH ) in each cluster. 

CHs  are elected according to particular rules, and they can constitute a connected network 

[22][23]. Fig. 2 (a) illustrates an example of a sensor network topology. 
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We divide the keys into cluster head keys (i.e. inter-cluster keys) and cluster member keys 

(i.e. intra-cluster keys). In a group communication, the messages encrypted with cluster head 

key, which is referred to as level key LK  in our scheme, are broadcasted to CHs  first. For 

example, Fig. 2 (b) illustrates a CH  key tree structure based on the network topology of Fig. 

2 (a). The BS  shares level key 
1

LK  with its child nodes 
1

CH  and 
2

CH . 
1

CH  shares 
2

LK  

with its child nodes 
3

CH  and 
4

CH . 

After verified and decrypted the messages, the CH  encrypts the messages with cluster 

member key, which is referred to as cluster key CK  in our scheme, and broadcasts them to its 

cluster member. 

CH1 CH2

CH5 CH6

CH3
CH4

L1

L2

(a) (b)

L3

CH6

CH1

CH4

CH3

CH5

CH2CH communication

CM communication

CH (Cluster Head node)

CM (Cluster member node)

BS
BS

 
Fig. 2. (a) An example of a WSN topology; (b) CH  key tree structure based on the network topology 

PCHi CHi

KDInit

REP 

CONFIRM

PARENT 

CONFIRM

BS

 
Fig. 3. Message sequence diagram of CH  key tree generation 

3.1 Secure Setup of the Key Tree 

1) Cluster Head Key Tree Generation: Because CHs  have to forward more messages 

collected from the other sensor nodes in the cluster, it is reasonable to enhance the 

communication security among cluster heads. We adopt and modify the idea of SLIMCAST 

for CH  key tree generation to enhance the communication security. After construction of the 

cluster topology, the BS  begins to set up the CH  key tree. There are four phases to construct 

a CH  key tree, as shown in Fig. 3 and described below. 

Phase 1: Initial Broadcast 
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The BS  broadcasts an initial message KDInit  to the CHs .After receiving this KDInit  

message, CH  can respond a Rep  message to join the multicast group. The format of the 

message KDInit  is 

: { | | | | }
i

CHs KDInit ROF LastHopBS  

where KDInit  identifies the message as an initial message. The ROF  field is one way 

sequence number computed by a one way hash function ( )H   [18]. The sensor nodes will be 

pre-programmed with ( )H   before they are deployed. 

If the value of )(
i

H ROF  computed form the KDInit  message is equal to 
1i

ROF


 stored in 

the CH , this KDInit  is a legal message. Otherwise the CH  will drop it. Therefore, the 

forged KDInit  messages cannot be broadcasted in the network. The ROFs  can prevent a 

replay attack. 

The LastHop  field is used to record the route information. The current CH  stores the ID  

in the LastHop  field as its parent and then rewrites LastHop  field with its ID . This 

LastHop field information can be used to form a route for unicasting messages from a CH  to 

the BS  as well. 

Phase 2: Join Reply 

When the KDInit  message is received, the CHs  reply a message Rep  to join the multicast 

tree. The format of the message Rep  is 

: { | | | | ( , ) | | ( , ) }
i i iCi C HCH i H

CH Rep ID E TK PK MAC PK BS  

where Rep  indicates the message as a reply to the BS . The message contains a new random 

key value 
i

TK  encrypted with private key 
i

CH
PK  which is shared with the BS . This 

i
TK  is a 

session key which will be used to encrypt messages between the node and its parent. A 

( )MAC  denotes the Message Authentication Code of the message and is encrypted using 

i
CH

PK . The suspension points ( ) in ( )MAC  mean the content before ( )MAC , i.e., 

| | | | ( , )
i i

CH i CH
Rep ID E TK PK . Meanwhile, CHs  generate a sliding window to store the 

average number of Rep  messages which they have received within some time window. In 

case that this number exceeds a threshold, then CH  will not forward any Rep  messages until 

the average number of sliding window falls well below the threshold. 

Phase 3: Confirm 

After the BS  receives and validates all Rep  messages from the CHs , it will construct a 

Confirm  message for each CH . The BS  decrypts the 
i

TK  field from the Rep  message of 

i
CH  and then appends it to the Confirm  message of 

i
CH ’s parent node. Then the Confirm  

message will be unicasted to all the CHs  one by one. The form of the message Confirm  is 

: { | | | | ( , ) | | ( , ) }
i i ii PCH i PCH PCH

PCH ID E TK PK MAC PKConfirmBS  

Phase 4: CH  Key Generation 

Having received, verified and decrypted the Confirm  message, each node which has child 

nodes will generate a level key 
i

LK  for its child nodes. Then It will unicast a ParentConfirm  

message to each child 
i

CH . The form of the message ParentConfirm  is 
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: { | | | | ( , )}
ii i CH i i

PCH CH ParentConfirm ID E LK TK  

The CH  key tree generation procedure is finished. 

CH1 CH3

CH6

CH5
CH4

CH2

CH7

CH1

CH6

CH4

CH1

CH6

CH4

CH1

CH6

CH4

ParentConfirm

Rep

 Rep

Rep

Confirm

Confirm

KDInit
KDInit

KDInit

KDInit

KDInit

KDInit KDInit

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

BS

BS

BS
BS

 
Fig. 4. An example of Cluster Head Key Tree Generation (a) The BS  initializes CH  key tree 

broadcasting; (b) 
6

CH  responses a Rep  message to the BS ; (c) The BS  constructs and send 

Confirm  message to the parent node of 
6

CH ; (d) 
6

CH  receives level key from its parent node 

Taking 
6

CH in Fig. 4 for example, after receiving and verifying the KDInit  message, 
6

CH  

reply a message Rep ( 
6 6

6 6
{ | | | | ( , ) | | ( , ) }

CH CH
Rep ID E TK PK MAC PK ) to the BS . 

The BS  decrypts this Rep  message with 
6

CH
PK  and obtains 

6
TK . And then, after the BS  

recieves all the Rep messages from the CHs , the BS  constructs a Confirm  message 

4 4 4
6

{ | | ( , ) | | ( , ) }
CH CH CH

ID E TK PK MAC PK  encrypted with 
4

CH
PK  and sends it to 

4
CH (the parent node of 

6
CH ). If 

4
CH  does not have a child node, it will generate a level key 

3
LK  for its child node 

6
CH . Otherwise, it will send the level key that has been generated. 

Based on the Confirm  message, 
4

CH  constructs a ParentConfirm  
6

3 6
{ | | ( , )}

CH
ID E LK TK  

encrypted with 
6

TK  and sends it to 
6

CH . 
6

CH  can obtain level key by decrypting this 

ParentConfirm  message. The other child nodes of 
4

CH  can proceed the same procedure to 

get the level key. After that, 
4

CH  can communicate with its child nodes by 
3

LK  securely. 

2) Cluster Member Key Tree Generation: As we have mentioned before, the sensor 
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network have dynamically grouped into clusters. Once the new CH  is securely elected by 

some particular rules, it begins to construct a cluster member key tree. The CH  constructs a 

route tree in the first place. Based on the route tree, the CH  assigns the same key encryption 

keys (KEKs) for geographically adjacent nodes. The advantage is that the nodes in the 

adjacent place can update the group key by one rekeying message. 

First of all, the CH  broadcasts a RouteSetup  message to make cluster members set up 

paths to the CH . The format of the message RouteSetup  is  

: { | | | | }
CH

CH CM RouteSetup ID HopCount  

where RouteSetup  field denotes this message as a route setup message; 
CH

ID  indicates that 

this message is initiated by the CH , since only the cluster member nodes know the ID  of the 

cluster head after secure CH  election; The HopCount  field stores the hop number to the 

CH , which will be increased by one before transmitted to the next node. 

After receiving the RouteSetup  message, a node compares the number of hops to the CH  

and picks the smallest one as its parent node (if there are several parents with the same hop 

number, the one with the highest SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) will be chosen). Each member 

node broadcasts the RouteSetup  message to its neighbors until the message reaches all nodes 

in the cluster. After that, each member reports its route information to the CH  through a 

reverse path so that the CH  can learn the whole cluster topology and each parent can learn 

and store its children’s IDs . Fig. 5 (a) is an example of a cluster member route tree. 

11
8

1314

3

2
CH3

1

5 6

7
10

9

CH2 CH1

(a) (b)

CK

BK1
BK3BK2

FK1 FK2

SK1 SK8SK7SK6SK5 SK10SK9 SK11

1 111098765

BS

 
Fig. 5. (a) An example of a cluster member route tree; (b) the cluster member key tree structure based on 

the route topology 

Based on the route information, the CH  can build a route-based key tree. No matter what 

the size of a cluster is, we confine the depth of the key tree to 4 so that the storage overhead of 

keys is low in our scheme. These keys are Cluster Key ( CK ), Branch Key ( BK  ), Fellow key 

( FK ) and Secret Key ( SK ). Before a node joins the cluster, it must be verified by sending its 

ID  and a MAC  signature to the BS . After that, with the help of the BS , the node generates 

a secret key SK  shared with the CH . The whole cluster nodes share a CK  for cluster 

communication. The CH  divides its direct child nodes into branches. Each branch node is the 

root of a branch tree and BK  is shared by nodes in the same branch tree. If node membership 

changes in one of the branches, the cluster key can be updated by one message encrypted with 
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the corresponding BK  in the other branches. The nodes, which have the same parent in a 

branch tree, share an FK . If a node in the branch tree has no sibling nodes, FK  will not be 

generated and the node will just have CK , BK  and SK . 

For instance, Fig. 5 (b) illustrates the cluster member key tree structure based on the route 

topology of Fig. 5 (a). Nodes 1, 2, and 3 are the direct neighbors of the CH  so that they are the 

branch nodes. Nods1and nodes 5-11 that are in the same branch share the 
1

BK . Nodes 5 and 6 

which have the same parent share the 
1

FK . The node 10, which has no sibling nodes, only has 

1
BK , 

10
SK  and CK . 

After the key tree is constructed, the CH  begins to distribute keys to each cluster member. 

The CH  applies to the BS  for a seed  which is used to generate keys. With this seed , the 

CH  computes corresponding keys in the finite field as follows: 

( ) , ( ) , ( )BK FKCK i i
R RRseed seed seed

i i
CK g BK g FK g    

where g  is the generating element of a cyclic multiplicative group *

p
Z . *

p
Z  is a cyclic 

multiplicative group of order p for some large prime p , 
CK

R ,
i

BK
R and 

i
FK

R are random 

numbers generated by the CH . And then, the CH  unicasts corresponding CK , BK  and FK  

encrypted with the corresponding SK  to each node. After that, the CH  will delete the seed 

and all the BK  and FK . Even if the CH  is compromised, the attacker cannot get all the keys. 

If the cluster needs to update the keys, the CH  fetches the old seed and applies to the BS  for 

a new seed. With the seeds, the CH  can compute the old keys and generate new keys as 

before and update the corresponding keys. The CH  will delete all seeds, keys and old random 

numbers after that. Although it may introduce some delay, the time of the update is acceptable 

since these seeds can be transmitted in one message. As a result, it mitigates the effect of 

compromised node. 

3.2 Secure Data Multicasting 

Because CHs  have to gather all data in a cluster and forward them to the BS , 

communications among CHs  are more important. Hence, it is reasonable to enhance the 

communication security among CHs  and BS . Instead of using the group key, we use 

hop-by-hop encryption to multicast data among CHs  and BS . In hop-by-hop encryption, the 

BS  encrypts the message with its level key at the beginning. And then the BS  broadcasts the 

message to CHs which are direct children of it. After receiving the message, the CH  decrypts 

this message and re-encrypt this message using the level key shared with its child nodes. After 

that, the CH  broadcasts this re-encrypted message to its child nodes. This hop-by-hop 

encryption will repeat until all the CHs  receive the message. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the BS  

first multicasts a message to 
1

CH  and 
3

CH . The 
1

CH  decrypts the message with 
1

LK . Then 

the 
1

CH  re-encrypts the message with 
2

LK  and broadcast it to its child nodes. This procedure 

will repeat until the message reaches all the CHs . 

In a cluster, the CH  encrypts the message with the cluster key CK , and broadcasts it to all 

the cluster members. The one without CK  cannot decrypt the message. Thus, the message is 

sent to each node securely. 

One of the advantages of the proposed HRKT scheme is that the hierarchical key structure 

facilitates local secure communications of sensor nodes. The user of a wireless sensor network 
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usually interests in the data at a particular region. The scope of the region may be different, 

since different kinds of users have diverse interests. Therefore, different kinds of keys can be 

used in different scope of communications to make sure that the data are accessed by the 

minimum nodes. For example, in Fig. 5, the branch key 
1

BK  will be used to encrypt the 

messages if the user only interests in the area of branch 1. Even if the nodes in the area of 

branch 2 or branch 3 are compromised, the data transmitted in the area of branch 1 are still 

safe. 

Furthermore, the proposed HRKT scheme can support source privacy preservation schemes 

[24][25] if necessary. The source location becomes extremely important especially when 

wireless sensor networks are deployed to monitor endangered species of animals or vital 

military targets, such as pandas or tank movements. An adversary with the knowledge of the 

location of the data source or base station may be able to infer the content of the data being 

transmitted or destroy the monitoring objects [5]. In order to protect the source location 

privacy, the CH  can periodically collect real data’s ciphertext from the cluster nodes if sensor 

nodes have detected some information, or dummy data’s ciphertext otherwise. After receiving 

ciphertexts from sensor nodes, the CH  will filter the dummy data, re-encrypt and forward the 

real data’s ciphertexts to its parent node to achieve the source privacy preservation. 

3.3 Node Joining 

As soon as a sensor node newly joins the group or a new CH  is elected in a cluster, in order to 

guarantee backward secrecy, the key tree should be updated. Two kinds of node joining events 

are described as follows. 

1) CH  Joining: When some sensor nodes are newly deployed or the old CH  is not suitable 

to be a cluster head for some reason any more, a new CH  need to be elected in the cluster. As 

soon as the new CH  is elected, it will query its neighbour CHs  about their hop count to the 

BS . After receiving all the messages from its neighbour CHs , the new CH  sends a Join  

message to BS . The format of the message Join  is 

: { | | | | | | ( , ) | | ( , )}
i i i

i CH CH CH
CH ID ID of NeighboJoin ur E TK IK MAC IK BS  

where Join  field denotes this message as a CH  joining message; ID of Neighbour  field 

contains all neighbour ID  of the new CH . After verified this Join  message, the BS  will 

select a proper CH  as its parent node and send a JoinRep  message to its parent node 
i

PCH . 

The format of the message JoinRep  is 

: { | | | | ( , ) | | ( , ) }
i i i

i PCH i PCH PCH
PCH ID E TK PK MAC PKJoinRepBS  

When the parent node 
i

PCH  receives this JoinRep  message, it will generate a new level 

key 
i

LK  and construct a ParentConfirm  message to the new 
i

CH . The form of the message 

ParentConfirm  is 

: { | | | | | | ( , )}
i

i i CH i i
PCH CH ParentConfirm ID ROF E LK TK  

The new CH  can verify future KDInit  messages by computing the ROF  value. In order 

to guarantee backward secrecy, the level keys and cluster key need to be updated. The 

previous child node of the parent node 
i

PCH  will receive the new level key 
i

LK  encrypted 

with the previous level key 
i

LK  . After that, the CH  key bootstrapping process will carry out 

as shown in section 3.1. 
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2) Cluster Member Node Joining: When a sensor node is newly deployed or fails to connect 

to its parent node, it needs to take part in a cluster. The new node sends a JoinRequest  

message with its ID  and MAC  to CH . The CH  will send this message to BS . After the 

BS  verifies the legitimacy of the joining node, with the help of BS , the node generates an 

SK  shared with the CH . The CH  then picks a node with the smallest hop number to the 

CH  as its parent node based on the route tree. In order to guarantee backward secrecy, the 

existing nodes should update the corresponding CK , BK , and FK . However, we use a lazy 

update strategy and do not update the keys immediately. We delay the key update until the BS  

wants to broadcast messages so that if there are other nodes joining the group, the rekey 

messages can be combined into one. At last the CH  sends the corresponding keys encrypted 

with the joining node’s SK  to the new node(s). The CH  sends new CK  encrypted with 

corresponding BK  to the nodes which are not in the same branch with the newly joining 

nodes. The CH  sends new CK  and BK  encrypted with corresponding FK  to the nodes 

which are in the same branch but have different parents with the newly joining nodes. The 

CH  sends new CK , BK  and FK  encrypted with corresponding SK  to the nodes which 

have the same parent with the newly joining nodes. 

CK  ́

BK  ́ BK3BK2

FK  ́
FK2

SK1 SK8SK7SK6SK5SK4 SK10SK9 SK11

1 1110987654

11
84

1314
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2
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5 6

7
10

9

CH2 CH1

1

1
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Fig. 6. Route tree and key tree after node 4 joins the cluster 

Take node 4 in Fig. 6 as an example. Suppose that node 4 wants to join the cluster. Node 4 

broadcasts a JoinRequest  message to the CH . After verifying the legitimacy of node 4, 

CH  establishes a secret key 
4

SK  with it. And then, CH  generates a new cluster key CK  , a 

new branch key 
1

BK  , a new fellow key 
1

FK  . The key update procedure is shown as follows: 

Nodes in branch 2 and branch 3 can update the new cluster key CK   by the message 

2 3: { | | ( , )} , ,
i i

CCH Branch update E BK iK  . 

Node 7, 8 and 9 can update the new cluster key CK  , the new branch key 
1

BK   by a message 

1 2
7 8 9, , : { | | )}} ,( { ,CK BCH node update KE FK  . 

Node 1, 10 and 11 can update the new cluster key CK  , the new branch key 
1

BK   by the 

message 

1
1 10 11: { | | ( { , )}} , , , ,

i
CKCH node i update BKE SK i   . 

Node 4, 5 and 6 can update the new cluster key CK  , the new branch key 
1

BK   and the new 
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fellow key 
1

FK  by the message 

1 1
4 5 6: { | | ( { , } )} , , ,, ,

i
CK BK FCH node i update E SK iK    . 

After that, all the keys are updated securely. Node 4 becomes a member of the cluster and is 

able to decrypt the cluster messages. 

3.4 Node Leaving 

In wireless sensor networks, There are many reasons why a sensor node leaves the group. One 

of the reasons is that a node fails due to hardware failure or physical damage. Another reason is 

that the node is compromised by the adversary. Once the intruder is detected by means of some 

intrusion detection systems, the compromised node will automatically be removed from the 

group by key updating. In order to guarantee forward secrecy, the key tree should be updated 

as well. The probability of CH  leaving event is much lower than the cluster member nodes. 

1) CH  Leaving: When a CH  has not enough energy or is compromised, a new CH  will be 

elected. The new CH  will implement CH  Joining procedure described in section 3.3 

normally. And then, the CH  Key Tree Generation procedure will proceed. 

CK  ́

BK  ́ BK3BK2

FK FK2

SK1 SK8SK7SK6SK5SK4 SK10SK9 SK11

1 1110987654

11

84

1314

3

2
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1

5 6

7

10

9

CH2 CH1

1

1

BS

 
Fig. 7. Route tree and key tree after node 10 and 11 join the cluster 

2) Cluster Member Node Leaving: There are two kinds of node leaving event: leaf node 

leaving event and non-leaf node leaving event. When the leaf node leaves the group, the 

topology of the rest of the nodes remains the same and the lazy update strategy is also used 

here. We delay the key update until BS  wants to broadcast messages so that if there are other 

nodes leaving the group, the rekey messages can be combined into one. For example, in Fig. 7, 

node 10 leaves the cluster first, and node 11 leaves the cluster later. If there is no message 

transmitted in the cluster during this interval, two key update procedures can be merged into 

one. Before transmitting the data, CH will update the keys. CH  generates a new cluster key 

CK  , a new branch key 
1

BK  . The key update procedure is shown as follows: 

Nodes in Branch 2 and Branch 3 can update the new cluster key CK   by the message 

2 3: { | | ( , )} , ,
i i

CCH Branch update E BK iK  . 

Node 4, 5 and 6 can update the new cluster key CK  , the new branch key 
1

BK   by a message 

1 1
4 5 6, , : { | | )}} ,( { ,CK BCH node update KE FK  . 

Node 7, 8 and 9 can update the new cluster key CK  , the new branch key 
1

BK   by a message 
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1 2
7 8 9, , : { | | )}} ,( { ,CK BCH node update KE FK  . 

Node 1 can update the new cluster key CK  , the new branch key 
1

BK   by a message 

1 1
1 : { | | ( { , )}} ,CH node update E SCK BK K  . 

When a non-leaf node leaving event occurs, the children of the leaving node become orphan 

nodes. Each orphan node will perform the same procedure as the Cluster Member Node 

Joining described in section 3.3 to join the cluster again. 

4. Security analysis 

In this section, we give a detailed security analysis of HRKT scheme. It shows that our scheme 

satisfies the requirements of group key distribution. Further analysis proves that HRKT 

scheme resists to Sybil attack, Denial of Service (DoS) Rep  attack and sensor node 

compromise attack. 

Theorem 1: HRKT scheme is a secure group key distribution. 

Proof ：HRKT scheme satisfies the requirements of group key distribution in the 

following aspects: 

(1) Group confidentiality: In the HRKT scheme, it is difficult for an active attacker to 

compute the group key. The attackers can implement passive attacks such as eavesdropping, 

and/or active attacks such as inserting forged messages. But the group keys are only sent to 

legal nodes; hence, the attackers do not know any keys. The attackers cannot deduce the group 

key and plaintext from the ciphertext with non-negligible probability, since the functions 

( , )E m k  are secure against cipherext-only attacks. Therefore, the attackers are not able to 

obtain the group key in acceptable time. 

(2) Backward secrecy: When a node joins the group, the proposed HRKT scheme updates 

all corresponding keys as section 3.3 describes. The newly joining node cannot obtain any 

information of the previous group keys. Hence, the probability of the newly joining node 

deriving previous keys is negligible. 

(3) Forward secrecy: Assume that a node once was a group member and it had all the key 

encryption keys before it left the group. After it leaves the group, our HRKT scheme updates 

all corresponding keys as section 3.4 describes. The removed node cannot obtain any relevant 

keys any more. The probability of the removed node derives subsequent key encryption keys 

is negligible. Hence, the leaving nodes are not able to compute the new key in acceptable time. 

In conclusion, HRKT scheme is a secure group key distribution.                                                 ■ 

Theorem 2: HRKT scheme can resist to Sybil attack, Denial of Service (DoS) Rep  attacks 

and node compromise attack. 

Proof ： 

(1) Protection against Sybil attack: Before a node joins the group, it must be verified by 

sending its ID  and a MAC  signature to the BS . As a result, the malicious nodes and 

compromised nodes trying to launch Sybil attacks by inventing many IDs  will be excluded 

from the group. 

(2) Protection against Denial of Service (DoS) Rep  attack: Because the total number of 

CHs  is small, an abnormally high flood of Rep  messages can be easily detected by the BS . 

There are several ways to prevent such attack. In the HRKT scheme, CHs  generate a sliding 

window to store the average number of Rep  messages they have received within some time 

window. In case that this number exceeds a threshold, then CH  will not forward any Rep  
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messages until the average number of sliding window falls well below the threshold. 

Therefore, DoS Rep  attack can be mitigated in our scheme. 

(3) Protection against node compromise attack: In the HRKT scheme, the CH  will delete 

the seed and all the BK  and FK  after cluster member key generation. Even if the CH  is 

compromised, the attacker cannot get all the keys. As a result, it mitigates the effect of 

compromised CH . The new keys will be generated once there is any change in the group 

membership (either join or leave). Once the attackers are detected by means of some intrusion 

detection systems (IDS), the compromised nodes will be automatically removed from the 

group by key update, which turns our scheme resilient to node capture attacks.                            ■ 

5. Performance evaluation 

In this section, we give a detailed performance evaluation of the proposed HRKT scheme from 

the storage and communication point of view. 

Storage cost: In the HRKT scheme, Each CH  just needs to store at most two level keys, a 

PK , a CK , some SKs  and several random numbers. The cluster member node just needs at 

most 5 keys ( CK , BK , FK , SK , and PK  ). Hence, the storage requirement is lightweight 

in our scheme. 

Communication cost: We have simulated HRKT in QualNet 5.0 on an Intel E4600 box 

running Windows XP. We compare our scheme to the traditional LKH scheme and 

SLIMCAST. The unit communication costs are set to 0 209.
tx

e J  and 0 226.
rx

e J , 

where 
tx

e  is the energy dissipated during 1-bit transmission by a sensor node and 
rx

e  is the 

energy dissipated during 1-bit reception by a sensor node [26]. The inter-cluster 

communication cost is 1.5 times larger than intra-cluster communication cost. The unit 

rekeying message size is set to 128 bits [19]. 
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Fig. 8. Total rekeying cost according to the increasing number of joining nodes 

Fig. 8 illustrates simulation results of total rekeying cost according to the increasing number 

of joining nodes. As the scale of the wireless sensor network becomes large, the number of 

level members in SLIMCAST and the number of CH  in HRKT scheme will remain the same. 
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The number that will be affected is the average hop count between a newly joining node and 

the BS , and this only affects LKH scheme dramatically. This is the reason why the cost in 

LKH scheme grows much more rapidly than SLIMCAST scheme and HRKT scheme. The 

cost of HRKT scheme is a little more than SLIMCAST scheme. The reason is that HRKT 

scheme needs to generate and manage a route tree in each cluster, and consume more energy in 

hop-by-hop encryption. But with the route tree, we can achieve different ranges of group 

communication. Hop-by-hop encryption can improve the security level of communication 

among CHs . Therefore, the slight additional energy cost is worthwhile. 

Fig. 9 illustrates simulation results of total rekeying cost according to the increasing number 

of leaving nodes. With the number of leaving nodes increasing, the topology of the network 

keeps changing. The group key has to be updated in the whole network whenever a node 

leaves the network. Thus, the cost of key update in LKH scheme and SLIMCAST scheme 

grows largely. In HRKT scheme, the network is divided into several clusters, and the cost of 

key update can be confined in a cluster. What is more, several key updates can be combined 

into one by using the lazy strategy. As a result, the cost of key update in HRKT scheme grows 

slowly. 
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Fig. 9. Total rekeying cost according to the increasing number of leaving nodes 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed a hierarchical cluster-based secure and scalable group key 

management scheme for wireless sensor networks. Based on the fact that the security 

requirements of communication are different, two protocols for cluster heads and cluster 

member nodes are designed according to the route topology of the wireless sensor network. 

Since the nodes which are geographically close to each other in a level or in a cluster share the 

same key encryption keys, the number of key updating messages can be reduced. Furthermore, 

a lazy update strategy can be leveraged to reduce the rekeying cost. The requirement of key 

storage is low for each sensor node and meets the limited capability of the sensor nodes in 

HRKT scheme. The security analysis shows that the proposed scheme meets the security 

requirements of group communication from the setup phase to key update events and protects 
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the data and sensor nodes against several attacks. Our simulation results show that when 

membership changes are massive, HRKT scheme can achieve impressive energy savings that 

increase the network lifetime and improve the scheme scalability. In our future work, we will 

consider the case that the base station can be mobile, and then study dynamic participation 

mechanism, i.e., dynamically joining and revoking nodes. 
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